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Bayesian estimation for a mortality model via the
aging process
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In this paper we propose a method for estimating the
parameters of the aging process in order to construct mor-
tality tables when the data is a discrete time sample of the
chronological age, while no direct observations of the ag-
ing process are available. Here, the aging process is mod-
elled through a Markov jump process with finite state space
and a single absorbing state. The non-absorbing states rep-
resent the physiological ages and the absorbing state the
death, so the time until death follows a phase-type distri-
bution. A Bayesian approach has been considered, specifi-
cally a Gibbs sampler method, as part of the algorithm, we
use an alternative of the uniformization method applied to
Markov bridges. A simulation-based analysis has been car-
ried out to validate the approach. Moreover, the proposed
estimation algorithm has been applied to analyze two types
of records of mortality real data and to construct the cor-
responding mortality tables, which are compared with the
observed mortality.
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ondary 62C10.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Marcel F. Neuts (1935–2014) has been one of the main
contributors to the development of Matrix Analytical Me-
thods (MAMs). In [25], he mentioned that to work in com-
putational mathematics is a compromise to define more pre-
cisely what constitutes the solution to a math problem.
When this is done correctly, it is said that it is working
at the highest level of scientific research.

MAMs have been very important in the field of applied
probability. One of the most outstanding advantages of these
methods is that matrix operations can be programmed by a
high speed computer. MAMs became popular as a modelling
tool, to build and analyze algorithmically a wide range of
stochastic models. They have been used in areas such as
health, telecommunications, finance, queuing theory, among
many others. These methods offer the satisfaction of working
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the stochastic processes in computational form as the steps
of the algorithms have some probabilistic interpretation (see
[20]).

Phase-type (PH) distributions are based on phase me-
thods or techniques which were introduced by A. K. Erlang
and generalized by M. Neuts (see [25, 24]). In this case, the
distribution of a random variable is defined from a matrix,
hence the use of MAMs. In addition, these distributions ex-
tend the results of the exponential family without losing the
computational management.

In the literature, there are many applications of PH distri-
butions. For example, [21] used these distributions to model
human mortality. In their model, a health index, called phy-
siological age, was introduced and modelled by a Markov
process; however, they only considered the possibility to go
to the next state with certain parameters, estimating those
using the simplex algorithm.

The work of reference [21] was extended by [11], con-
sidering a more general intensity matrix to model a hypo-
thetical aging process, giving another interpretation of the
states (physiological ages) and model the aging process by
a finite-state Markov jump process. The authors proposed a
stochastic EM algorithm to estimate the parameters of the
intensity matrix based on the discrete time records of the
aging process. As an alternative of the method presented
in [11], in this paper we will consider a Bayesian approach
to find an estimation of the intensity matrix of the aging
process, also considering new options for both computa-
tional and simulation methodologies in order to improve
the estimation part. We will consider mortality information
of two countries: United States (USA) and Mexico, where
the records of each one are presented in different ways. On
one hand, USA presents the mortality records directly on
the web http://www.mortality.org, while in Mexico there is
not an explicit information, therefore we have to estimate
it through the available information of deaths, populations,
and other variables that define the physiological age.

Studying mortality has been an activity approached from
different scientific areas: mathematics, demography, in par-
ticular, paleodemography, actuarial science, among many
others. Specially, the study and measurement of mortality
risk has been of utmost importance. Currently, it is essen-
tial to have a new way of measuring this risk due to its
importance to understand and forecast life expectancy and
mortality, that have a significant impact on the calculation
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of, for example, insurance premiums, actuarial valuations in
social security systems, pension liabilities, population analy-
sis and demographic projections, among others. All of them
necessary and relevant in making decisions and in the im-
plementation of public policies.

Currently, one of the most common ways of measuring
mortality is through mortality tables (or life tables), which
are a basic tool to describe mortality through an age struc-
ture. However, a mortality table is only an alternative when
there is no mathematical (probability) law available. There
are several factors that can influence a person’s probability
of death; the most widely considered factor is age, but there
are other relevant characteristics such as sex, medical his-
tory, smoking, lifestyle, eating habits, etc. In this work, we
are going to include these factors in our model through an
index that represents the proportion of people at some phy-
siological age who lead a very healthy life, and also through
the probabilities of suffering one unfavourable incident, e.g.
accident, suicide, or disease.

Therefore, in this paper we propose to study a stochastic
version of the mortality, incorporating the uncertainty of the
parameters into the model, and providing a more realistic
formulation of it. Having efficient computational programs
and algorithms for doing so is a challenge. We aim to provide
alternatives of algorithms in order to improve the execution
time with better parameter estimation.

The layout of the rest of the paper is as follows. In Sec-
tion 2 we provide the basic concepts of the paper, the phy-
siological age, PH distributions, and the Gibbs sampler. Our
mortality model is presented in Section 3. In Section 4 we
analyze the Gibbs sampler algorithm to model mortality via
the physiological age. In order to validate our approach, in
Section 5, we consider a simulation study. In Section 6, we
use our model to fit real data. Finally, concluding remarks
are included in Section 7.

2. BASIC CONCEPTS

In this paper, there are basic concepts to analyze the
mortality via the aging process: the physiological age, which
in turn can be seen as a phase-type random variable whose
parameters can be estimated by a Gibbs sampler algorithm.
In the following, we provide a brief description of each of
them.

2.1 Physiological age

Biological age, also called physiological age, is a measure
of how well or poorly your body is functioning relative to
your actual calendar age. Because of a healthy and active
lifestyle, your biological age can change. There are several
ways that you can determine your biological age, but none
are definitive or accurate. However, there are health fac-
tors that would give you years back on your average life
expectancy.

Healthy habits can have a significant impact on your
longevity and biological age. These include exercise habits,

eating habits, stress levels, alcohol consumption, level of
education, amount of sleep, sexual and romantic relation-
ships, among others.

According to the World Health Organization, aging is a
course of biological reality that starts at conception and ends
with death. It has its own dynamics, much beyond human
control. However, this process of aging is also subject to the
constructions by which each society makes sense of old age.

Aging is associated with many neurological disorders, as
the brain’s capacity to transmit signals and to communicate
decreases. Generally, as time passes by, the abilities of the
body change. In the reference [14], page 1101, we have the
following definition: “The biological aging process is the ge-
netically and/or developmentally determined, progressive,
and essentially irreversible diminution with the passage of
time of the ability of a living organism or of one of its parts
to adapt to its environment, manifested as diminution of its
capacity to withstand the stresses to which it is subjected,
and culminating in the death of the organism.”

In this paper, we will consider physiological ages (see [27],
[17]) to model the aging process, assuming a Markovian be-
haviour of it. Nevertheless, this kind of modelling requests
to have health information of the population.

2.2 Phase-type distributions

There are several motivations for using PH distributions
in statistical models. The most established ones come from
their role as the computational vehicle of much of applied
probability because they constitute a very versatile class of
distributions, defined on the non-negative real numbers, that
lead to models which are algorithmically tractable. Their
formulation allows us to retain the Markov structure of
stochastic models when they replace the familiar exponen-
tial distribution.

Phase-type distributions were considered first by Marcel
Neuts (see [25, 24]). Until now, this class of distributions has
been used in different fields like computer science, finance,
genetics, health, economics, risk, among others.

Let {Xt}t≥0 be a Markov jump process (MJP) with finite-
state space E = {1, 2, . . . , n, n + 1}, initial distribution
α = (α1, . . . , αn), infinitesimal generator Λ, and transition
semigroup {P (t)}t≥0. We assume that the {n+1}-th is the
unique absorbing state,

∑n
i=1 αi = 1, and the infinitesimal

generator has the following structure

(1) Λ =

(
Q r
0 0

)
,

where Q (phase-type generator or subintensity matrix) is a
square matrix of order n, r (exit vector) is a n-dimensional
column vector, and 0 is the n-dimensional row vector of
zeros. In particular, r = −Qe, where e is a n-dimensional
vector of ones.

Definition 2.1. The time until absorption

τ = inf{t ≥ 0 : Xt = n+ 1},
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is said to have a Phase-type (PH) distribution, and we write

τ ∼ PH(α,Q).

Remark 2.1. If τ ∼ PH(α,Q) and t ≥ 0, then the survival
function of τ is given by P(τ > t) = α exp (tQ)e; the density
of τ is fτ (t) = α exp (tQ)r; and the i-th moment of τ is
given by E(τ i) = i!(−1)iα(Q−1)ie. See [4].

Considering the death as an absorbing state, the aging
process can be modelled through a PH distribution, with
parameters having information of the physiological ages. For
the estimation of PH distributions and interpretation of the
states see for example [8] and [7]. In this work, we will pro-
pose an innovative and efficient approach of obtaining the
parameter estimation using a Bayesian framework.

2.3 Gibbs sampler

Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling provides
a class of algorithms for systematic random sampling from
high dimensional probability distributions. Monte Carlo al-
gorithms are used in many branches of science to estimate
quantities that are difficult to calculate exactly. Gibbs Sam-
pling and the more general Metropolis-Hastings algorithm
are the two most common approaches to MCMC sampling.

Parameter estimation of phase-type distributions has
been approached by Bayesians but also frequentists. Using
a Bayesian approach, the reference [5] proposed a method
using a MCMC simulation to reconstruct the MJP under-
lying the PH variables in combination with Gibbs sampling
to obtain a stationary sequence of PH probability measures
from the posterior distribution.

In the reference [23], the authors presented a reversible
jump MCMC scheme for performing a fully Bayesian analy-
sis of the Coxian subclass of phase-type models; the conve-
nient Coxian representation involves fewer parameters than
a more general phase-type model. The key novelty of their
approach is that they modelled covariate dependence in the
mean whilst using the Coxian phase-type model as a very
general residual distribution.

Statistical inference for phase-type distributions was
given in [10], considering the likelihood estimation using the
EM and MCMC algorithms. In particular, using the Gibbs
sampler and the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm.

Bayesian methods can be applied to deal with mortality.
In [9] the authors considered the Heligman-Pollard model
with Bayesian analysis, using MCMC simulations, includ-
ing methodologies for incomplete life-tables. Bayesian meth-
ods also deal with risk and reliability analysis considering
the aging phenomena. In [2], the authors presented a gene-
ral methodology for age-dependent reliability analysis of de-
grading or aging systems.

Indeed, ascertaining age-at-death from skeletal indicators
has been important for some biological anthropologists. In
the literature, we can find a variety of researches on age

estimation, particularly using Bayesian approaches. For ex-
ample, the reference [18] provided a multivariate cumula-
tive probit model fitted using a MCMC method for age es-
timation using data on ectocranial suture closure. For its
part, the reference [12] examined the performance of differ-
ent informative priors to model age-at-death using Bayesian
statistics, which give information on how the skeleton ages,
particularly at the sacroiliac joint. Recently, in [13] the au-
thors have applied two Bayesian approaches to age estima-
tion using palatal suture fusion.

The authors of [1] provided forecasts for mortality rates
by using two different approaches: dynamic non-linear lo-
gistic models based on the Heligman-Pollard formula, and a
Gaussian Markov random field, using Bayesian methods to
estimate the parameters and the latent states of the models
proposed.

In this paper, we will incorporate the theory behind the
estimation of the phase-type distributions using a Gibbs
sampler and the aging process, by introducing new algo-
rithms of estimation, and providing alternatives of construc-
tion of mortality tables. One of the main advantages of using
this construction is that it considers factors that have a deci-
sive influence on the risk of mortality, therefore it represents
a more precise way of measuring risk.

In the next section, we will introduce the model of a phy-
siological age seen as a phase process.

3. PHASE-TYPE MODEL

An explanation approach of mortality includes risk fac-
tors. As [21] and [11], in this paper we will consider both
endogenous and exogenous risk factors that can alter the
probability of death.

Assuming that the life of a person can be segregated into
n physiological ages and death is represented by the state
{n+ 1}, we consider a finite-state MJP to model the hypo-
thetical aging process with state space E = {1, 2, . . . , n, n+
1}, where the death time follows a PH distribution.

We consider the following evolution for the aging pro-
cess proposed by [11]. If a person has physiological age i
(i ∈ {1, 2 . . . , n}), we assume that the time spent at this
age is exponentially distributed with parameter λi (0 <
λi < ∞). Moreover, for a person with physiological age i
(i ∈ {1, 2 . . . , n− 1}), we consider the following four scenar-
ios that can happen during a time interval [0, T ] (T > 0): 1.
The person stays at physiological age i. The intensity of stay
is λi = −λii (0 < −λii < ∞). 2. The person presents a natu-
ral development of the aging process, in this case the person
eventually transits to the next physiological age i+1. The in-
tensity of this transition is given by λi,i+1 (0 < λi,i+1 < ∞).
3. The aging process of a person is affected by an unusual in-
cident (car accident, epidemic, etc.,) which causes a diminu-
tion of his/her capacity to continue alive, but the person
does not die. Therefore, the person transits to some physio-
logical age j (j ∈ {i+ 2, i+ 3, . . . , n}). The intensity of this
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transition is denoted by λij (0 < λij < ∞). 4. The person
dies. The intensity of death is given by ri (0 < ri < ∞).

A person at physiological age n, can either stay at phy-
siological age n (with intensity λn) or die with intensity rn
(0 < rn < ∞) during the time interval [0, T ].

Since the aging process is a progressive and irreversible
process of the diminution of its capacity to stay live, then
the subintensity matrix of the MJP that models the aging
process is given by

Q =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

−λ1 λ12 λ13 . . . λ1n

0 −λ2 λ23 . . . λ2n

0 0 −λ3 . . . λ3n

...
...

. . .
. . .

...
0 0 0 . . . −λn

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ .

The initial distribution for a person at physiological age i is
α = ei, the i-th unit vector.

Let qi(T ) be the probability of death for a person at phys-
iological age i (i ∈ {1, 2 . . . , n}), in the interval time [0, T ].
Then by the Remark 2.1

(2) qi(T ) = P(τi ≤ T ) = 1− ei exp (TQ)e,

since τi ∼ PH(ei,Q), where τi is the random variable that
models the time until the death for a person at physiolog-
ical age i. Now, in order to calculate the death probability
(2), we need to estimate the phase-type parameters. It is
well known that PH distributions allow the use of matrix-
analytic methods in stochastic models (see [25]). For the
estimation part, because of the computational advantage,
we propose to use the uniformization method (see [20] and
[10]).

Moreover, to estimate the corresponding parameters, we
will consider a scenario where there are reports of the de-
velopment process only at discrete times. We will consider
a population that is subject to the same risk factors, per-
sons at the same physiological age have the same distribu-
tion, and the corresponding aging processes are indepen-
dent. Thus, we have that the aging process to death of each
individual represents a path of a MJP, indeed the paths of
the individuals are independent. In the next section, we de-
velop a Gibbs sampler algorithm for the estimators.

4. THE LIKELIHOOD FUNCTION AND THE
GIBBS SAMPLER

Let Xm = {Xm
t }Tt≥0,m = 1, . . . ,M , be M indepen-

dent Markov jump processes with the same finite-state space
E, and the same intensity matrix (infinitesimal generator)
given by (1). Each Xm represents the aging process for each
person in the population of size M .

We are interested in the inference of the intensity matrix
Λ based on observations of Xm at discrete times points,
i.e., the aging process of a person is recorded only at dis-
crete times. We can think of this data set as an incomplete

observation of a full data set given by the continuous paths
of Xm, then the estimator of Λ can be found by a MCMC
procedure, in particular, by a Gibbs sampler algorithm.

4.1 The likelihood function

Let suppose Xm, m = 1, . . . ,M , has been observed con-
tinuously in the time interval [0, T ]. We define the following
sufficient statistics:

1. Bi be the number of processes starting at state i.
2. Nm

ij (T ) be the number of jumps from state i to j of the

m-th process in [0, T ] and Nij(T ) =
∑M

m=1 N
m
ij (T ).

3.

Nm
i (T ) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
1, if the m-th process is exiting from

state i to the absorbing state,

0, other case,

and Ni(T ) =
∑M

m=1 N
m
i (T ) be the number of processes

exiting from state i to the absorbing state in the time
interval [0, T ].

4. Zm
i (T ) be the total time spent in state i of the m-th

process in [0, T ] and Zi(T ) =
∑M

m=1 Z
m
i (T ).

Then, the likelihood function is given by (see [3], [15], or
[19])

(3) Lc
T (θ) =

n∏
i=1

αBi

i

n∏
i=1

n∏
j �=i

λ
Nij(T )
ij e−λiZi(T )

n∏
i=1

r
Ni(T )
i ,

where θ = (α,Λ). We can rewrite the likelihood function as

Lc
T (θ)=

n∏
i=1

αBi
i

n∏
i=1

n∏
j �=i

λ
Nij(T )
ij e−λijZi(T )

n∏
i=1

r
Ni(T )
i e−riZi(T ).

The corresponding log-likelihood function is as follows

lcT (θ) =
n∑

i=1

Bi log(αi) +
n∑

i=1

n∑
j �=i

Nij(T ) log(λij)

(4)

−
n∑

i=1

n∑
j �=i

λijZi(T )+

n∑
i=1

Ni(T ) log(ri)−
n∑

i=1

riZi(T ).

It is not difficult to find the maximum likelihood estimators
of this function.

The problem arises when the observations of the aging
process are recorded at discrete times.

We suppose that all processes have been observed at the
same K time points Y m

k = Xm
tk
, where 0 = t1 < · · · <

tK = T , and we assume that tk+1− tk = Δ (the observation
points are equidistant) for all k = 1, . . . ,K. Then Y m =
{Y m

k : k = 1, . . . ,K} is the discrete time Markov chain as-
sociated withXm with transition matrix P (Δ) = exp(ΔΛ).
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We denote the observed values by y = {y1, . . . ,yM} where
ym = {Y m

1 = ym1 , . . . , Y m
K = ymK}, m = 1, . . . ,M .

The likelihood function Ld
T (·) for the discrete time

data Y m is given in terms of the transition probabilities
pym

k ym
k+1

(Δ) (probability that the m-th process has a transi-

tion from the state ymk to the state ymk+1 in the time Δ) for
k = 1, . . . ,K and m = 1, . . . ,M , i.e.,

(5) Ld
T (Λ) =

M∏
m=1

K−1∏
k=1

pym
k ym

k+1
(Δ).

A problem here is that no analytical expression for the
maximum likelihood estimator with respect to Λ is avail-
able. Moreover, there are some other issues, for example, it
is possible that the maximum does not exist, problems of
identifiability and of existence, uniqueness of the estimator,
among others (see [6]).

We can view the data Y m as incomplete observations,
where the full data set is a continuous time record of the
Markov jump processes and the initial states. In [6], the au-
thors provided that the estimator can be found by a Markov
chain Monte Carlo procedure. In the next section, we pro-
pose a Gibbs sampler to find the estimator of θ based on a
sample of y’s.

4.2 Gibbs sampler algorithm

We can apply a Gibbs sampling to estimate the parame-
ters. This algorithm works as follows.

Algorithm 1 Gibbs sampler

1: Draw an initial θ from the prior distribution.
2: Simulate a Markov jump processes Xm with initial probabil-

ity vector α, and intensity matrix Λ up to time T such that
Xm

k = ym
k , k = 1, . . . ,K and m = 1, . . . ,M .

3: Calculate the statistics Bi, Nij(T ), Ni(T ), and Zi(T ), i, j =
1, . . . , n, from Xm.

4: Draw a new θ from the posterior distribution.
5: Go to 2.

After a burn-in period, we can obtain the θ samples.

In order to implement the Algorithm 1, we present some
details of each step.

Step 1

The prior distribution is given by

p(θ)∝
[

n∏
i=1

αβi−1
i

]⎡⎣ n∏
i=1

n∏
j �=i

λ
aij−1
ij e−λijbij

⎤
⎦[ n∏

i=1

rai−1
i e−ribi

]
,

(6)

where βi, aij , ai, bij , bi > 0 are constants to be chosen
conveniently. Then α ∼ Dirichlet(β1, . . . , βn), λij ∼
Gamma(aij , bij) and ri ∼ Gamma(ai, bi), i, j = 1, . . . , n.

Step 2
To implement the Step 2, the main issue is how to gen-

erate sample paths of Xm conditionally on Y m. For this
purpose, we simulate M conditional paths of Markov jumps
processes using the uniformization method (see [20]). We
adapt this method by simulating a Markov bridge with the
structure of the intensity matrix Λ.

For the simulation of the Markov bridge
Xm(ymk , tk, y

m
k+1, tk+1) for each m = 1, . . . ,M and

k = 1, . . . ,K−1 by the uniformization method, we consider
a Markov chain W = {Wi}i≥0 with transition matrix

Σ = I +
Λ

ν
,

where ν = maxi∈{1,...,n}λi and I is the identity matrix of
dimension n + 1. Let W be a subordinate Markov chain
to a homogeneous Poisson process B = {Bt}t≥0 of pa-
rameter ν, and assign a set of states at the times Sw,k =
(s1,k, . . . , s|w|,k), where Sw,k is an ordered set of times on
the interval [tk, tk+1] and |w| is the number of jumps drawn
from B. Let Wtk,tk+1

be a continuous Markov process with
states assigned by W in Sw,k. Since Wtk,tk+1

and Xm de-
fine the same Markov jump process in [tk, tk+1] (see [16]),
we can use Wtk,tk+1

to simulate Markov bridges of Xm. The
transition semigroup {P (t)}t≥0 of Xm can be written as

P (t) = eΛt = eν(Σ−I)t =

∞∑
i=0

Σie−νt (νt)
i

i!
.

Since the jump times of W in the interval [tk, tk+1] are
uniformly distributed, the distribution of N (the number of
jumps) conditioned to Xm

tk
= ymk and Xm

tk+1
= ymk+1 is given

by

P(N = i|Xm
tk

= ymk , Xm
tk+1

= ymk+1) =
e−νΔ(νΔ)iΣi

ym
k ,ym

k+1

i!pym
k ,ym

k+1
(Δ)

.

(7)

Thus, the adapted uniformization algorithm works as fol-
lows.

Algorithm 2 Simulation of a Markov bridge using uni-
formization
1: If ym

k = n+ 1 then N = 0 and Xm
t = n+ 1 for t ∈ [tk, tk+1]

and stop.
2: If ym

k �= n+ 1 draw N from (7).
If N = 0 then Xm

t = ym
k for t ∈ [tk, tk+1] and stop.

If N > 0 go to 3.
3: Simulate ti,k ∼ U(0,Δ) for i = 1, . . . , N . Obtain Sw,k.
4: Draw a path of W in Sw,k and delete the virtual jumps.

Step 3
Obtain the sufficient statistics Bi, Nij(T ), Ni(T ), and

Zi(T ), i, j = 1, . . . , n.
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Step 4

The posterior distribution is given by

p∗(θ) ∝
[

n∏
i=1

αBi+βi−1
i

]⎡⎣ n∏
i=1

n∏
j �=i

λ
Nij(T )+aij−1
ij e−λi(Zi(T )+bij)

⎤
⎦

(8)

[
n∏

i=1

r
Ni(T )+ai−1
i e−ri(Zi(T )+bi)

]
,

then, α ∼ Dirichlet(B1 + β1, . . . , Bn + βn), λij ∼
Gamma(Nij(T ) + aij , Zij(T ) + bij) and ri ∼
Gamma(Ni(T ) + ai, Zi(T ) + bi).

The values of βi, ai, bi, aij , bij are constants to be chosen

conveniently (see [6]). It is highly recommended to use Δ =

5, M > 50, and T > 10.

With this proposed method we have given alternatives to

find better estimates of the parameters in fewer iterations,

features that can be shown in the following section.

5. A SIMULATION STUDY

Considering the Example 6.1 from [11], the authors con-

sidered real data – probabilities of death – from USA in

2013, where the subintensity matrix and the exit vector are

the following:

Q =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝
−0.01218 0.00082 0.00081 0.00083

0 −0.00057 0.00006 0.00006
0 0 −0.00135 0.00028
0 0 0 −0.10125

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ ,

and, r =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝
0.00972
0.00045
0.00107
0.10125

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ .

The initial probability vector is given by α = (0.25, 0.25,

0.25, 0.25).

Using these parameters, we simulated a dataset with

M = 100, T = 100, and Δ = 5. We applied our method

to obtain the corresponding estimates (see Algorithm 1 and

Algorithm 2). Figure 1 shows the ergodic averages (every 10

iterations) of the estimates considering 500 iterations. Based

on this figure, we considered a burn-in of 300 iterations to

obtain the final estimation of the parameters.

The average of the estimations and standard deviations

(SD) are presented in Table 1. Note that, in order to com-

pare, we include the maximum likelihood estimates (MLE)

found by [11] using the EM algorithm. Figure 2 shows these

estimates including the confidence intervals at 95% level of

significance of the GS estimates.

Figure 1. Ergodic averages taken every 10 iterations.

Table 1. MLE and GS (Standard Deviation) estimates of the
parameters

Parameter True value MLE GS (SD)

α1 0.25000 0.24400 0.25213 (0.16755)
α2 0.25000 0.25000 0.24652 (0.16190)
α3 0.25000 0.26600 0.24764 (0.17099)
α4 0.25000 0.24000 0.25371 (0.17233)

r1 0.00972 0.01088 0.00965 (0.00982)
r2 0.00045 0.00040 0.00045 (0.00043)
r3 0.00107 0.00141 0.00102 (0.00093)
r4 0.10125 0.09534 0.10183 (0.10037)

λ12 0.00082 0.00098 0.00081 (0.00064)
λ13 0.00081 0.00121 0.00080 (0.00068)
λ23 0.00006 0.00019 0.00006 (0.00007)
λ14 0.00083 0.00097 0.00080 (0.00084)
λ24 0.00006 0.00012 0.00006 (0.00007)
λ34 0.00028 0.00021 0.00029 (0.00029)

We can calculate the Mean Squared Error for both esti-
mations: MSE(θ̂) = E(θ̂ − θ)2. We obtain

MSE(θ̂MLE) = 3.061589× 10−5,

while

MSE(θ̂GS) = 2.594714× 10−6.

Since the estimate of the parameter r4 is quite different
from the others, Figure 3 shows a zooming of r1, r2, r3 and
their respective confidence interval.
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Figure 2. MLE and GS estimates of the parameters. Also
including the confidence intervals of the GS estimates.

According to the estimates obtained in this simulation
study, we can conclude that the algorithm presented in this
work works very well. The method is precise, in particular,
all GS estimations contain the true value of the parameter
within their confidence intervals and better estimates are
obtained than using the EM algorithm. Another important
point to note is that, at least in this case, the algorithm is
efficient and converges quickly, therefore many iterations are
not needed, which reduces the execution time.

6. DATA ANALYSIS

In this section, we will consider real databases of health,
population, and mortality from USA and Mexico to con-
struct their corresponding aging process. We generate ob-
servations at discrete-times, and using the proposed method
in this work, we construct mortality tables for each country
based on the physiological ages.

Since the chronological age is the most important factor
for the construction of physiological ages, we assume that
we have the same number of ages. In order to construct
these physiological ages, we need to establish the transition
probabilities between them, in order to have the structure of
our model. Having dataset recorded annually, we just have
to calculate the probability that a person passes from phys-
iological age i to physiological age j in one year, denoted
by pij .

Let μi(j) be the probability of death observed for a per-

son at age i in the year j, and μi = 1
J

∑J
j=1 μi(j), where

J is the total of analyzed years. In order to construct the

Figure 3. Zooming the estimation of r.

transition probabilities, let si be the proportion of people
at physiological age i who lead a very healthy life. Based on
the study presented in [22], si = 0.027.

Moreover, the leading causes of death can group into
three incidents: 1: Accidents (unintentional injuries), 2: Sui-
cide (intentional self-harm), and 3: Diseases. Let γil be the
probability that one person at physiological age i presents
the incident l, where l ∈ {1, 2, 3}, but does not die within
a period of one year, however, it is important to note that
this incident causes a decrease in his/her capacities to adapt
to the environment. These probabilities can be obtained as
follows

γil=
# of deaths due to the incident l at age i

# of deaths at age i
, l = 1, 2, 3.

Let γi be the probability of having at least one incident, i.e.,
γi =

∑3
l=1 γil−γi1γi2−γi1γi3−γi2γi3+γi1γi2γi2. Then, the

transition probabilities are given by:

pi,n+1 = μi; i = 1, 2, . . . , n,

pn+1,n+1 = 1,

pn,n = 1− μn,

pn−1,n−1 = (1− μn−1)sn−1,

pn−1,n = (1− μn−1)(1− sn−1),

and for i = 1, 2, . . . , n− 2 and j = i+ 2, . . . , n:

pi,i = (1− μi)(si)(1− γi),

pi,i+1 = (1− μi)(1− si)(1− γi),

pi,j = (1− μi)(γi)[2(n+ 1 + i− j)]/[n(n− 1)− i(i+ 1)].
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Thus, having a hypothetical population with physiological
ages and a death state, we can associate a discrete time
Markov chain that models the aging process with transi-
tion matrix P = {pij}ij (for one year). Given this empirical
stochastic matrix P , we need to find a matrix Λ ∈ D (where
D denote the set of all (n+1)×(n+1)-dimensional intensity
real matrices) such that P = exp(1 ·Λ).

Let P = {exp(1 · Λ)|Λ ∈ D} be the set of all the tran-
sition matrices that correspond to the discrete time obser-
vations of the Markov jump processes. Since our P ∈ P
is a stochastic and upper triangular matrix, we can ob-
tain Γ = {Γij}ij = log(P ), and define for i �= j, Λij =
1{Γij≥0}Γij , where 1{·} is the indicator function, and for
i = j, Λii = −

∑
j �=i Λij .

Using this matrix Λ = {Λij}ij , we can generate histor-
ical information of the aging process of any population at
observed discrete times.

6.1 Data analysis from USA

Let consider information on mortality of the USA from
1993 to 2013, classified (each year) at 111 ages. From [26],
we use the records of suicide, accidents, and diseases to cal-
culate the probability of suffering at least one incident (see
Table 2).

Table 2. Probabilities of suffering at least one unfavorable
incident for the population of USA

Ages γ

0–14 1.48× 10−5

15–24 1.97× 10−4

25–34 2.58× 10−4

35–44 3.03× 10−4

45–54 5.76× 10−4

55–64 9.55× 10−4

65–74 1.41× 10−3

> 75 4.60× 10−3

Given the records (discrete times) of the aging process,
we use the Algorithms 1 and 2 to estimate the corresponding
subintensity matrix Q, considering n = 111,M = 100, T =
100,Δ = 5, iterations = 500, and burn-in = 300.

In Figure 4, we plot the estimation of the mortality tables
using the equation (2) and the observed death rate consid-
ering the year 2013.

Figure 5 shows the mortality patterns using log(10000∗q),
where q is the probability of death.

Based on Figures 4 and 5, we show that the fitting of
the database from USA using the proposed method is sat-
isfactory. It is important to note that the fit is better for
rates greater than 20 and less than 75 years, which is con-
sistent with the fact that the information on healthy life
corresponds to that age range.

Figure 4. Estimation of the probability of death of USA, 2013.

Figure 5. Logarithm of death probabilities of USA, 2013.

On the other hand, we have found that with this Bayesian
methodology, it is not necessary to provide a large value
of M in order to recover a really good estimation of the
parameters. In particular, the estimation using a Bayesian
framework has led to improved results over the EM ap-
proach, in both the runtime and estimates. Whereas the EM
clearly had an overestimation, in this case, we can see that
the parameters have been well recovered with neglectable
bias.
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Figure 6. Probabilities of suffering at least one incident,
2000–2015.

6.2 Data analysis from Mexico

Now, considering information from the National Insti-

tute of Statistics and Geography (INEGI), the Secretariat

of Health (Spanish: Secretaŕıa de Salud), the National Insti-

tute of Public Health (Instituto Nacional de Salud Pública

(INSP)), and the National Health and Nutrition Survey

(ENSANUT) 2012, we obtained mortality data from Mexi-

co considering the years 2000–2015, that was classified (each

year) at 81 ages. We also obtained the probabilities of su-

ffering at least one unfavourable incident for the population

in Mexico (Figure 6).

Considering n = 81, M = 100, T = 20, Δ = 5, iterations

= 500, and burn-in = 300, the results of the estimation of

Mexico considering the year 2015 are presented in Figures 7

and 8.

As we can see, the estimation from USA and Mexico ba-

sically differs on the input data. While in Mexico the death

database was constructed using methods of apportion, the

estimation turned out satisfactory.

In the case of the database from Mexico, the fit is sat-

isfactory for all ages, even though the information about

healthy life and probability of suffering an incident is less

trustworthy than the corresponding from USA. We may ob-

tain even better estimates considering better information to

construct the physiological ages.

As in the USA case, it is not necessary to provide a large

value of M to recover a good estimation of the parameters.

Then, we can work with a small sample of the population

to construct mortality tables using our method.

Figure 7. Estimation of mortality tables of Mexico, 2015.

Figure 8. Logarithm of death probabilities of Mexico, 2015.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Mathematical modelling of public health problems is a
very important issue nowadays.

In computational terms, researchers have proposed not
only algorithms that represent very well the – social, health,
economic – problem, but also that are computationally ef-
ficient. Thus, in this article the main contribution was to
provide new effective and efficient methods for modelling
mortality.
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We have considered the aging process to propose a new
estimation approach of a mortality model, using physiologi-
cal ages and phase-type distributions. The estimation of the
parameters of the proposed model, when the data is recorded
at discrete times, was performed using a Gibbs sampler al-
gorithm which in turn uses an innovative alternative of the
uniformization method considering Markov bridges.

Moreover, the proposed Bayesian framework has been
implemented by deriving an efficient Markov Chain Monte
Carlo sampling algorithm which has been tested using sim-
ulated and real data. The results of the proposed model
fits very well the human mortality when there are records
of risk factors. Therefore, this work represents an alterna-
tive of construction of mortality tables with an efficient
Bayesian framework considering real databases with differ-
ent features.
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